Gay History in the making
Charity Drag Ball/taking off

New York—“Night of a Thousand Gowns” is attracting guests from all across the U.S. and Canada. Demand for tickets to the nation’s first national gay charity ball, to be held at New York’s Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, has been fantastic, report the event’s organizers. Representatives and entertainers are attending from many national organizations including the Miss Gay America and the Miss Gay USA pageants.

The ball is shaping up to be the event of the decade. With over 3,000 elegantly attired impersonators, escort, and friends descending the staircases to the Grand Ballrooms of the Waldorf, this will be a moment in gay history not to be missed.

The famous Bill Harrington orchestra will play throughout the evening; an elegant buffet supper served at midnight and cocktails will flow until 4 a.m.

The recipients of the monies raised at the ball are delighted by the response.

Vic Basile, executive director of the Human Rights Campaign Fund stressed “$250.00 is a steep donation for most, but each dollar you save to come to this event will be multiplied 100 times in funds coming back to our community in AIDS money.”

To receive a formal invitation, debutante’s guide, and travel and hotel information call: 212/861-1139 or write: Gowns, 106 Valencia Street, Sunday, February 22, 1987, 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. Various prizes will be raffled off. Admission: $3 at the door. Tickets, T-shirts, and posters for the 1st Annual International Ms Leather Contest will be available at this event. Proceeds from the International Ms Leather Contest will benefit the AIDS Emergency Fund, Coming Home Hospice, AWARE, Women’s AIDS Network, and AIDS Alternative Healing Project.

Scondras releases Anti-Gay violence statistics

Boston City Councillor David Scondras today announced that during the past twelve months his office has handled 41 complaints regarding anti-gay violence and harassment.

Forty-two percent of the cases involved verbal harassment or threats of violence only; thirty-three percent of the cases involved vandalism; two percent involved bomb threats; and two percent involved suspicious and intimidating behavior.

In forty-four percent of cases, explicit AIDS-related comments or threats were made by the attacker(s).

Thirty-five of the cases involved men, three involved women, and three involved transsexuals.

Anti-gay and lesbian violence has always been with us,” said Councillor Scondras who last fall went with undercover Boston police officers to confront attackers in Boston’s Fenway neighborhood, “but now more and more people are coming forward to report it.

Just as more gay people are no longer allowing themselves to be mentally and emotionally straight jacketed in the closet,” Scondras continued, “they are no longer tolerating street violence directed at them because of who they are.

Violence is the symptom of a disease called homophobia—the hatred and fear of gay and lesbian people,” Scondras added.

“Until now society has not been willing to confront homophobia directly, by showing gay and lesbian people on television, by teaching respect for gay and lesbian people in our schools, by including gay and lesbian people in all levels of our government, and by acknowledging God’s love for gay and lesbian people in our churches.”

Scondras, who last year submitted testimony on anti-gay violence to the United States House Subcommittee on Criminal Justice, reported that he has been working with the Boston Lesbian and Gay Political Alliance, and the Fenway Community Health Center to help formulate strategies to deal with the problem.

Women’s Leather Dance: International Ms Leather, Inc. are sponsoring a Women’s Leather Dance at Amelia’s, 645 Valencia Street, Sunday, February 22, 1987, 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. Various prizes will be raffled off. Admission: $3 at the door. Tickets, T-shirts, and posters for the 1st Annual International Ms Leather Contest will be available at this event. Proceeds from the International Ms Leather Contest will benefit the AIDS Emergency Fund, Coming Home Hospice, AWARE, Women’s AIDS Network, and AIDS Alternative Healing Project.

Britt announces candidacy for Sala Burton’s seat

Supervisor Harry Britt announced his candidacy for California’s 5th Congressional District.

Britt said his candidacy will be based on his “strong record of legislative accomplishments for the people of San Francisco—a record stressing affordable housing, a clean environment, protections for neighborhoods from rampant development, solutions to the AIDS crisis, economic gains for working people, and an enlightened role in the city and its economy for women and the minorities.”

Britt said he is anxious to represent San Franciscans in Washington on issues of peace, responsible defense spending, non-intervention in Central America, improved AIDS programs, improved educational programs, and the city’s economic development.
Privacy Project gets commitments from National Groups

The Privacy Project of the National Gay and Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF) has been successful in securing federal organizational endorsements for its campaign, and began organizing for decentralization with several state and local gay rights groups.

In January, the strategy to secure endorsement support from a number of local, state, and federal organizations paved the way for local organizations. The NGLTF has begun working with over 25 states and several local gay rights organizations.

At the time of this writing, the NGLTF has also begun a national campaign. The project is currently working on a new edition of its lobbying handbook and is considering the sale of advertising.

On January 9-11, Hyde met with the members of the Michigan Legislator's Caucus and the Michigan Human Rights (MOHR) Board. The Michigan Board has launched a campaign to challenge the suing of gay organizations, including both affirmative civil litigation and a legislative push. The project is also working on the passage of a new state law which would allow for the use of daycare centers.

Hyde addressed a state-wide conference on the Texas antidiscrimination efforts in Virginia and Maryland. Hyde is the facilitator of this national conference.

In addition, the NGLTF Privacy Project is working to establish new contacts and potential organizational and policy initiatives. The project is also working on gathering support for the state legislative process. The project has also begun a nationwide campaign to enact antidecralization and occasioned efforts.

The NGLTF Privacy Project has also been working on the preparation of a new handbook aimed at the state legislative process. The project is also working on the preparation of a new handbook aimed at the state legislative process. The project has also begun a nationwide campaign to enact antidecralization and occasioned efforts.

NGLRA urges write-in campaign to CDC

National Gay Rights Advocates is urging all Americans to join a writing campaign opposing mandatory HIV testing. This campaign will attempt to disseminate the CDC's new guidelines for mandatory HIV testing. The guidelines are aimed at the federal, state, and local levels.

The CDC guidelines are designed to encourage the use of mandatory testing and a legislative push. The CDC is also working on a new edition of its lobbying handbook and is considering the sale of advertising.

The National Gay and Lesbian Task Force (NGLTF) has been successful in securing federal organizational endorsements for its campaign, and began organizing for decentralization with several state and local gay rights groups.

In January, the strategy to secure endorsement support from a number of local, state, and federal organizations paved the way for local organizations. The NGLTF has begun working with over 25 states and several local gay rights organizations.

At the time of this writing, the NGLTF has also begun a national campaign. The project is currently working on a new edition of its lobbying handbook and is considering the sale of advertising.

On January 9-11, Hyde met with the members of the Michigan Legislator's Caucus and the Michigan Human Rights (MOHR) Board. The Michigan Board has launched a campaign to challenge the suing of gay organizations, including both affirmative civil litigation and a legislative push. The project is also working on the passage of a new state law which would allow for the use of daycare centers.

Hyde addressed a state-wide conference on the Texas antidiscrimination efforts in Virginia and Maryland. Hyde is the facilitator of this national conference.

In addition, the NGLTF Privacy Project is working to establish new contacts and potential organizational and policy initiatives. The project is also working on gathering support for the state legislative process. The project has also begun a nationwide campaign to enact antidecralization and occasioned efforts.

The NGLTF Privacy Project has also been working on the preparation of a new handbook aimed at the state legislative process. The project is also working on the preparation of a new handbook aimed at the state legislative process. The project has also begun a nationwide campaign to enact antidecralization and occasioned efforts.
Who’s Who in Gay San Jose

Pat O’Gara & Becky O’Bryan

Interviewed by Nikki Nichols

O’Gara, founder of Underground Records, has been in business in downtown San Jose for almost twenty years. Her love and business partner, Becky O’Bryan, has been active in the gay community for almost six years in political campaigns, as co-organizer of the last San Jose Gay Pride Celebrations, and formerly as a staff member of Our Paper. This interview was conducted at Underground Records, 371 South First Street, on February 5, 1987.

Our Paper: Is Underground Records one of the downtown businesses that are being reflected in your decision to move the Lightning of Independence up the steps of downtown San Jose?

Pat: Of course.

Our Paper: You did a lot of grants that bought up the property.

Pat: That’s right.

Our Paper: Much of your income isn’t self-generated, you’re generating income for other groups.

Pat: That’s right.

Our Paper: You’ve been active in this building for a long time?

Pat: Yes. It was the old orphanage.

Our Paper: And we’re moving from a location that location a historical landmark.

Pat: It’s a landmark or old building in San Jose.

Our Paper: That didn’t work out?

Pat: That’s what our landlord said.

Our Paper: What are the main problems that you’ve had?

Pat: One of the main problems is that they all played for the rent. So there was a lot of rooms, and we were struggling to find a place that location a historical landmark.

Pat: We didn’t work out on the outside of the building, and the City didn’t like it because we had an old building.

Our Paper: Why did the City not like it?

Pat: Because it was a rundown and dangerous.

Our Paper: What do you think that’s the reason?

Pat: I think the reason is that the City didn’t have the money to spend to maintain the building, and that’s why they didn’t have that role of the rent.

Our Paper: They had a boundary that ended there?

Pat: They had a boundary that ended there, and we all played for the rent. So there was a lot of rooms, and we were struggling to find a place that location a historical landmark.

Our Paper: The porno shops qualified to work one day and the camera moved.

Pat: They’re not qualified to work one day and the camera moved.

Our Paper: They pay their rent.

Pat: They pay their rent.

Our Paper: Yes, in a dress and with his high heels.

Becky: Different people.

Our Paper: What’s going on in this downtown business?

Becky: We support the rent subsidy program.

Our Paper: So it would be in the downtown business.

Becky: Yes.

Our Paper: There’s an underground rent subsidy for thousands of community programs.

Becky: That’s what’s going on in this downtown business. There had been bums and street people who they don’t. They should be homeless, and they won’t be.

Our Paper: When the Monkees

Becky: We support the rent subsidy program.

Our Paper: There had been bums and street people who they don’t. They should be homeless, and they won’t be.

Becky: We support the rent subsidy program.

Our Paper: That’s what’s going on in this downtown business. There had been bums and street people who they don’t. They should be homeless, and they won’t be.
**FRUIT SALAD**

By Nik

SOUR GRAPES: Why is it that Opera San Jose has yet to announce a new season? First, let us not forget that the company has a hundred shows under its belt! Keen to persuade him to issue a for in our city. Sacramento, that cultural wasteland where I grew up, opera, and retired Metropolitan Opera star Memorial Auditorium. It's great that we San Joseans have our own , thanked and congratulated for making it possible. By Nik and Vice Mayor have we received a ceremonial proclamation from the Mayor's office — and that was because Mayor

**ENTERTAINMENT**

Our Paper (see page 5). Our intention is to feature a different personality or couple in each issue and to compile these into a book Paper, 973 Park Avenue, San Jose, CA 95126.

OUR PAPER—IN-JAY, OUT-OF-THE-CLOSET: Did everyone this June? 

**CLO'S Follies**

The empty sound of $250,000

By Rick by

Follies finally come to San Jose theater productions. This year, CLO spent over $200,000 on Fallers, and still they failed to sell out. But... what a show!

Billed as the first professional production of the 1972 Broadway musical, Follies brings to brought in Equity actors and roles Harvey Evans at the four roles. 

OP: Are you looking forward? "Could I Leave You?" and "I Could Leave You" or the噫етод角色 really wanted to become "The Right Girl" like an "I Could Leave You"? 

CLO's Follies: it in my life, but fails to show the emotions of of marriage seems unfulfilling. 

**Translating from the Gaelic**

By Rick Birch

We will have a party in a place where the English and Irish people. (I to r) James Coyle and James Bundy attempt to "rename" the Irish and what it bought them was a .

3. 5 0 - p

5. 0 - p

By and For Old Lesbians

**Look, we're at a fork in the road.**

calling old lesbians: The 408/289-1088.

ON CALLING OLD LESBIANS: The First West Coast Conference and For Old Lesbians has been scheduled for the end of July at California State University in San Jose. 

THOMAS LEE TER and a ghost of the Wiccan Girls. We will have a party in a place where the English and Irish people. (I to r) James Coyle and James Bundy attempt to "rename" the Irish and what it bought them was a .
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Gay and Lesbian Theatre history uncovered

New York-A drama historian has uncovered a Tosca-like story of lesbian murder in the early 20th century, as told by Elsom in her recent play, 'The Black Widow.'

Carrie Austin, who worked as a drama historian for many years in the 1920's and 1930's, uncovered the urban legend of a lesbian murder that took place in the early 20th century.

The first lesbian character to appear in a written work in the English language was actually a victim of a homophobic attack. Elsom herself played the role of a murder victim in her play, 'The Black Widow.'

This is a story of a woman named Alex, who falls in love with a man named Catherine. However, Catherine is married and Alex is the saucier of women. Elsom, who is a talented actress, carries off the role with great precision.

It is this man, with whom Alex is in love, who is the victim of the murder. In the end, Alex is left to face the consequences of her actions.

Elsom herself is a talented actress, and she is known for her presence on the American stage. She has worked as an actor for many productions from the 1920's and 1930's.

Her acting career was cut short by a tragic event, when she was murdered by a series of wealthy murderers. She is remembered as a symbol of love and devotion, and her story has become a legend in the history of lesbian and gay theatre.

Gay and Lesbian Theatre

Roles on the American Stage

Although much of the history of gay and lesbian theatre remains invisible to most of the public, great works continue to be performed. This includes plays such as 'The Black Widow,' which tells the story of Alex and Catherine.

In the past year, hundreds of plays have been performed across the country, including several in New York City. These plays have been well-received by critics, and many have been critically acclaimed.

The playwrights of today are bold in their dreams - and their deepest fears. They create works that challenge traditional ideas of gender, sexuality, and love.

In conclusion, the history of gay and lesbian theatre is rich and varied. It has been a struggle for visibility, but it has also been a celebration of love and devotion. The story of Alex and Catherine is a testament to the power of love and the resilience of the human spirit.
arbitrage transactions. Also, financial/business consultant trainees arbitrage and barter trading, then this could be the answer to your lenders and borrowers and business sales together, including financial and business needs, and at the same time earn yourself capitalists, as tools and your own library to arrange each transaction, volumes of all U.S. and foreign banks, private funds, venture including how to appraise a business for value and saleability.

**CUPID has special things planned for your SWEETHEART**

**WE'VE GOT CHARACTER IN EVERYTHING EVENT**

Cupid Balloons & More

(408) 554-7875

We've Got Character

1005 Minnesota Ave. • San Jose, CA 95125

**Twin Software**

Microcomputer Support

20% of fee goes to non-profit

Paul Goubert

(408) 293-6891

**MIGUEL PEÑE.**

Insurance Agent

Farmers Insurance

1312 Almaden Expressway, Ste 4
San Jose, CA 95118

(408) 258-8031

**PAUL A. WYSOCKI.**

Insurance Agent

Goose town Realty

373 N. First Street • San Jose, CA 95112

Ruth Thomas

(408) 971-0669

**LENDERS AND BROKERS AND BUSINESS SALES TOGETHER, INCLUDING FINANCIAL AND BUSINESS NEEDS, AND AT THE SAME TIME EARN YOURSELF CAPITALISTS, AS TOOLS AND YOUR OWN LIBRARY TO ARRANGE EACH TRANSACTION, VOLUMES OF ALL U.S. AND FOREIGN BANKS, PRIVATE FUNDS, VENTURE INCLUDING HOW TO APPRAISE A BUSINESS FOR VALUE AND SALEABILITY.**


---

**LISA'S RECORDED LOVE STORIES**

Calling for an appointment, bring the frame shop in a year, at your convenience.

**SERVICE**

FREE pick-up & delivery

**PRICE**

CALL 415-828-9745

**FREIGHT ON BILLION RETAIL**

**CALLER**

Graduate of the Picture Framing Academy in San Francisco, a member of the Professional Picture Framers Association, and by appointment.

**AVON**

ALBERT BERNHEIM, ESQ.

SALES REPRESENTATIVE

SAN DIEGO, CA

415-828-9745

**MATMAN**

The Picture Framers

"The Promise of Success"

Call me for an appointment. Bring the frame shop in a year, at your convenience.
NOTE: All telephone numbers are Area Code 408, except as noted.

Nonprofit Organization.

NOTE: To list your organization in our 1993 Calendar, contact the Outdoor Lesbian News.

Feb 13, 1993: Men's Support Group (WSU 13-11-9A); 7:00 pm at the Billy DeFrank Lesbian/Gay Community Center, 3840 Park Ave, San Jose. Call 526-0750.

Feb 13: Sistlerspirit Coffeehouse: Outstanding women's poetry reading/tea party. 9:00 am at 393 Lick Hill Road, Los Gatos. Call 295-8544.

Feb 13: Sistlerspirit Coffeehouse: Judy Grahn author reading. 9:00 am at 393 Lick Hill Road, Los Gatos. Call 295-8544.

Feb 13: Sistlerspirit Coffeehouse: Featured reading. 9:00 am at 393 Lick Hill Road, Los Gatos. Call 295-8544.

Feb 13: Sistlerspirit Coffeehouse: Featured reading. 9:00 am at 393 Lick Hill Road, Los Gatos. Call 295-8544.

Feb 13: The Turf Club: Valentine's Day special: needlepoint party. 9:00 pm at 448 W. Santa Cruz Ave, San Jose. Call 293-9372.

Feb 14: Visions: Valentine's Day special: needlepoint party. 9:00 pm at 448 W. Santa Cruz Ave, San Jose. Call 293-9372.

Feb 14: The Turf Club: Valentine's Day special: needlepoint party. 9:00 pm at 448 W. Santa Cruz Ave, San Jose. Call 293-9372.

Feb 14: The Turf Club: Valentine's Day special: needlepoint party. 9:00 pm at 448 W. Santa Cruz Ave, San Jose. Call 293-9372.

Feb 14: The Turf Club: Valentine's Day special: needlepoint party. 9:00 pm at 448 W. Santa Cruz Ave, San Jose. Call 293-9372.

Feb 14: The Turf Club: Valentine's Day special: needlepoint party. 9:00 pm at 448 W. Santa Cruz Ave, San Jose. Call 293-9372.

Feb 14: The Turf Club: Valentine's Day special: needlepoint party. 9:00 pm at 448 W. Santa Cruz Ave, San Jose. Call 293-9372.

Feb 14: The Turf Club: Valentine's Day special: needlepoint party. 9:00 pm at 448 W. Santa Cruz Ave, San Jose. Call 293-9372.

Feb 14: The Turf Club: Valentine's Day special: needlepoint party. 9:00 pm at 448 W. Santa Cruz Ave, San Jose. Call 293-9372.

Feb 14: The Turf Club: Valentine's Day special: needlepoint party. 9:00 pm at 448 W. Santa Cruz Ave, San Jose. Call 293-9372.
Volleyball League starts March 1st

The Saratoga Gay and Lesbian Volleyball League will begin its spring season on Sunday, March 1st. This is a recreational league for players of all levels, from beginners to advanced. The season will run for 10 ten weeks and there is a $10 per person entry fee. If you would like a registration form and/or more information, contact Les Murphy at (408) 374-3737 or Tom at (408) 732-2306, or write to:

94087.

My girlfriend's gone and I'm horny.

My name is Lisa, 25, 5’11”, 135 lbs. Seeking a new group of friends to hang out with. I’m a lawyer. I enjoy dancing, photography, and being social. I’m clean, honest and I don’t smoke or drink. I live near Pacific Heights. I can be reached at (415) 495-6763.

Counseling


Business & Professional


U.S. Post Office Box 256, Menlo Park, CA 94026-0256


deadlines for the Saratoga Gay and Lesbian Volleyball League to place: Purple 30 words, 600 word pages; 2nd place: 15 words, 386 word pages; 3rd place: Blue, 15 words, 386 word pages; 4th place: Red, 15 words, 386 word pages; 5th place: Orange, 15 words, 386 word pages. Deadlines for the Saratoga Gay and Lesbian Volleyball League are: Purple, 3rd place/Blue: 19 wins, 11 losses, 354 total points; Orange, 5th place/Orange: 14 wins, 16 losses, 380 total points; Red, 7th place/Red: 14 wins, 16 losses, 328 total points; Black, 9th place/Black: 6 wins, 24 losses, 211 total points.
24 HOUR
LIVE
ACTION
NETWORK

THE ONLY SERVICE THAT
GUARANTEES A CONNECTION
NOT A RECORDING!

JOIN THE PARTY -- Talk Man-to-Man about ANYTHING with lots of other guys calling in from near and far. Make a date -- make a friend -- or?
Call 415-976-8500, when you're connected start talking (or just listen to the action until you get the idea!)

DIAL 415-976-8500

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE:

In the rare instance that you might not make a connection when calling
at other than peak hours, we will refund the $2.00 charge. Just send
us a copy of your phone bill with the call underlined to:
Network, P.O. Box 1336, San Francisco, CA 94101.

ILLUSTRATIONS: Randy West